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OVERVIEW

IMPETUS Group started its activity in the textile sector in 1973.
Nowadays, with 4 companies and approximately 700 employees, the
group reaches an annual production of 25,000,000 articles.
Presenting a completely vertical structure, the Group is specialized
in the production of Cut & Sew and seamless articles, providing its
customers an excellent service that covers the development, IDT,
production and shipping.
The whole production is exported to markets such as Europe, Canada,
United States of America, Australia, China, Mexico and Japan.
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BUSINESS AREAS

INDUSTRIAL AREAS

The Group’s commercial structure is divided into 3 business areas:

PRIVATE LABEL

OWNED &
LICENCED BRANDS

SEAMLESS

HEALTH CARE

Being the strongest business area, the PRIVATE LABEL structure ensures the individual
monitoring of each customer along all procedures.
Composed by a multidisciplinar team with high skills and knowledge of textile
business, this Department is able to answer to all the customers requirements.
Currently the Group has partnerships with numerous renamed sports and underwear
brands, offering them innovative solutions in accordance to their requirements.

Our own and licenced underwear brands, are in the top 10 of the main European
companies of fashion segment.

The strong investment in ID&T toghether with the permanent research of new products
and solutions resulted in the creation of PROTECHDRY, a patented medical device for
light urinary incontinence.

In 1998, following the launching of seamless technology, the Group invested in the
creation of an exclusive seamless production unity – CEF.
Our diversified number and type of machines allow us to respond quickly and
efficiently to productions and developments requested by our customers.
Mainly devoted to the sports area, our seamless articles feature functional and
innovative solutions suitable to the different sporting activities, benefiting from the
use of technologies such as sublimation, bondings, etc.
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CUT & SEW

DYEHOUSE

The C&S structure presents the most advanced equipments, covering the areas of
circular knitting, elastics weaving, centralized Lectra cutting system and sewing with
high focus on flat-lock production.

All C&S production and seamless is finished in our dyeing House – ACATEL, which is
equipped with technology that allows a quick answer to sampling or production and
at the same, presents various solutions of finishings and treatments according to
customers requests.
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SEAMLESS WINDOW
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OUR ENGAGEMENTS

KEY
ACCOUNT

MANAGERS

ID&T

QUALITY

& SERVICE

CERTIFICATIONS

LOGISTICS

PACKING

WHAT
WE
PROVIDE

All group is certified ISO9001, SA8000, Oekotex class 2 and Bluesign.
The strong investment and the dynamics of the IDT Department, allied to technical
partnerships with UNIVERSITIES and RESEARCH INSTITUTES in the textile area, allow
us to provide innovative solutions to our customers, placing us on the vanguard of
technology.

CUTTING &
MANUFACTURING

FASHION
DESIGN

DESIGN
& IMAGE

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

KNITTING/WEAVING

FINISHINGS
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To Know more about our Group,
Please contact our Portuguese Commercial Team:
António Rossas - arossas@impetus.pt
Carla Domingues - cdomingues@impetus.pt
IMPETUS PORTUGAL - TÊXTEIS S.A.
Tel. (+351) 253 859 210
Fax. (+351) 253 851 382
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